Chicago Court of Appeals Considers Retrial of Dr. Jack Schaap Case

by Dom LoPorto, Staff Reporter

The Guccie Times has engaged in the honor of interviewing Mr. Guccione in Volume 1 of this publication. He made mention of Investigator Robinson’s claims about the innocence of Dr. Jack Schaap of the First Baptist Church of Hammond, Indiana who was found guilty of having a sexual relationship with a 17 year old girl and sentenced to 12 years in prison. Robinson said, “Jack didn’t do it. It was a setup.” When asked what he thought happened, he said, “It was the Paul Gambino Mafia, the same mafia that started a variety of cabaret and burlesque strip joints and porn displays throughout Chicago and New York City. He was bitter and jealous of Schaap because of the cleanliness and purity of the First Baptist Church children who were coming in from the ghettos of Chicago. Paul could not tempt them with the sex industry.”

The investigation of this case may prove to be lengthy, but the Guccie Times is in complete support of Robinson. We are asking the appeals court to grant a bail to Jack Schaap.

The Guccie Times received a tip that Paul Gambino saw the burning of his books in Times Square then committed suicide, but Mr. Guccione says he can not support that claim. “I would need to see camera footage,” he says.

When Robinson was asked if he had enough to go on he said, “It seems impossible to me, having known Schaap for years, that he was capable of committing this kind of crime. It seems more likely that the kingpins of organized crime wanted to see him and his church fall accusing them of having “boring and rule-stricken lifestyles.” The late Dr. Jack Hyles, Schaap’s predecessor, was an ardent supporter of righteous living which excluded alcohol, drugs, gambling, sexual promiscuity and the other vices that made the Gambino’s mafia powerful. It is possible that much of Schaap’s preaching was influenced by Paul who started using Schaap like a puppet when he persuaded Schaap by torturing a sex slave. As a result, Schaap’s preaching changed years ago when he started to doubt the inspiration of the KJV and nearly gravitated to other modern “perversions” of the Bible. That is how the evil Gambino desecrated the Independent Fundamental Baptist movement which was as close to the AnaBaptist as America could get. This kind of desecration of the true church is what led many Americans to distrust the IFB movement, and many wolves thereby entered into it and further mislead the people.

Mr. Guccione was recently asked by an FBI agent if there was anything he could do to help the girls of Velvet. He said, “Show me the camera footage of the bonfire on Times Square and I will release the slaves.”